Methods are presented whereby an Algol-like program, given together with its specifications, can be documented automatically. The program Is incrementally annotated with invariant relationships that hold between • program variables at intermediate points In the program and explain the actual workings of the program regardless of whether the program Is correct. Thus this documentation can be used for proving the correctness of the program or may serve as an aid In the debugging of an Incorrect program.
In the following sections, we present a unified approach to program annotation, using annotation rules --in the style of Hoare [1969] --to derive invariants. Section II presents an overview of our approach. It is followed by a detailed example in Section II1. The full version of this paper contains a catalog of approximately forty annotation rules, as well as an additional example involving arrays and nested loops.
We have implemented the strategies described In this paper In QLISP (Wllber [1976] ). The example presented here Is among those that have run successfully on our experimental system. Three earlier annotation systems are:
• the system described In Elspas [1974] , based mainly upon the solution of difference equations; • VISTA (German [1974] , German end Wegbrelt [1976] ), based upon the top-down heuristics of Wegbreit [1 g74]; and • ADI (Tamlr [1976] ), an Interactive system based upon the methods of Katz and Manna [1 g76] and Katz [1976] . Our system, as described here, attempts to Incorporate and expand upon those systems.
Recently, Suzuki and Ishihata [1977] and German [1978] have implemented systems that generate Invarlants useful In checking for various runtime errors.
II. OVERVIEW
In this section, we first define some terminology and then, tn an attempt to impart the flavor of the general approach, present samples of each type of annotation rule.
Notation and Terminology
Given a program with its specifications, our goal i.s to document the program automatically with invariants. If the program is correct with respect to the specifications, we would like the Invariants to provide sufficient information to prove its correctness; if the program Is incorrect, we would like information helpful in determining what Is wrong with it. Three types of invariants will play a role in our discussion: • Global invariants are relations that hold at all places (i.e., labels) and at all times during the execution of some program segment. We shall write (=} inP to indicate that the relation ¢¢ Is a global Invarlant In the program segment P .
• Local invariants are associated with specific points In the program, and hold for the current values of the variables whenever control passes through the corresponding point. Thus,
{i"} at L means that the relation a holds each time control is at label L.
• Candidates for inuariants, also associated with specific points, are relations that are believed to be local Invarlants, but which have not yet been verified. Using question marks to emphasize that these relations are just candidates, we write {? a ?} at L .
Consider the following simple program, meant to compute the quotient q and remainder r of the integer input values e and d : q~N, q<c/d, cld<q+l, r=c-q.d ?} end , where N ts the set of natural numbers, and N + Is the set of positive integers. The loop-until-repeat construct Indicates that the two loop-body assignments, q := q+l and r := r-d, are repeated until the exit test r < d is true for the first time. This program will be used only to illustrate various aspects of program annotation; a complete example of annotation is given in Section III. Global Invariants often express the range of variables. For example, since the variable q Is first initialized to zero and is subsequently incremented by ones, It Is obvious that the value of q Is always a natural number; Thus we have the global Invariant
which relates to the program as a whole, and states that q e N throughout execution of the program segment P0 • In this paper, we describe various annotation techniques. These techniques are expressed as rules: the antecedents of each rule are usually annotated program segments, containing invariants or candidate Invariants, and the consequent is either an invarlant or a candidate. Not only are these rules useful for automatic annotation, but they may also help clarify the relationships between program text and Invarlants for the human programmer.
We differentiate between three types of rules: assignment rules, control rules and heuristic rules.
• Assignment rules yield global Invarlants based only upon the assignment statements of the program.
• Control rules yield local Invarlants based upon the control structure of the program.
• Heuristic rules have candidates as their consequents. These candidates, though promising, are not guaranteed to be Invarlants. The assignment and control rules are algorithmic in the sense that they derive relations in such a manner as to guarantee that they are invarlants. The heuristics are rules of plausible inference, reflecting common programming practice.
Assignment Rules
Many of the algorithmic rules depend only upon the assignment statements of the program and not upon Its control structure. In other words, whether the assignments appear within an IteratIve or recursive loop or on some branch of a conditional statement is irrelevant. Since the location and order in which the assignments are executed does not affect the validity of the rules, these rules yield global Invartants.
The various assignment rules relate to particular operators occurring in the assignment statements of the program. Some of the rules for addition, for example, are: an addition rule, which gives the range of a variable which Is updated by adding (or subtracting) a constant; a set-addition rule for the case where the variable Is added to another variable whose range Is already known; and an addition-relation rule which relates two variables that are always Incremented by similar expressions. Corresponding rules apply to other operators.
In dealing with sets, we find the following notation
x :E $0 x :e ~¢+S~ x :e x+S 2 ... an Invarlant, more specific properties may be derived. For example a bound on x may be derived using methods of interval arithmetic (see, e.g., Gibb [1961] ).
In
Note that no restrictions are placed on the order in which the assignments to x are executed, except that prior to the first execution of x :-a 0 , the !nvariant may not hold.
In our simple program P0, the assignments to the variable q are q:=O q := q+i .
So we can apply the addition rule, letting a 0 = 0 and at = I, and obtain the global Invariant q ¢ 0+I.N , i.e.,
The assignments to r in P0 are
Applying the same rule to them, letting a 0 = c and a I =-d, yields the Invariant
Given that d Is positive, we may conclude that r _< c.
The set-addition rule is a more general form of the above addition rule, applicable to nondeterministic assignments of the form x :El(S), where an arbitrary element in f(3) Is assigned to x. Note that an assignment x :=f(s), where It Is only known that s E S , may be viewed as the nondeterministic assignment x :ef(S). The .set-addition rule Is 0; If S contains the single element s, then ~S •s.N.
(This rule applies analogously to any associative and commutative operator "lit".) These assignment rules for global Invarlants are related to the weak Interpretation method of Slntzoff [1972] (see also Wegbrelt [lg76] and Harrison [1977] ) which has been Implemented by Scherlls [lg74] and German and Wegbrelt [1975] .
In our program P0, the assignments to r were r := c r :-r-d
Since we are given that cEN and den + , we may view these as the nondeterministlc assignments In the antecedent of the rule, e.g., (x ,y) := (x+al.u ,y+bl.u) , may represent the cumulative effect of Individual assignments lying on a path between two labels, with the understanding that whenever x := x+at.u is executed, so Is y :-y+bv.u for the same value of the expression u.
In that case, the Invarlant will not, In general, hold between the Individual assignments. (The various relation rules are related to the approach in Caplaln [1976] and to optimization techniques.)
In our example, the assignments In the Initialization Path give us Before turning to the control rules, we mention an additional useful technique: the augmentation of a program with counters. For example, by Initializing a counter to zero upon entering a loop and Incrementing it by one with each iteration, the value of the counter will Indicate the number of times that the loop has been executed. Then relations between the program variables and the counter can be found. (The variable q serves as a loop counter In the example program P0 ') By deriving upper/lower bounds on the counter, the termination of the loop may be proved and time complexity analyzed. (Examples of the use of counters for proving termination have appeared In Katz and Manna [1976] and Luckham and Suzuki [1977] .) Loop counters may also be used to discover relations between variables by solving first-order difference equations (see, e.g., El,spas [1974] and Katz and Manna [1976] ).
Control Rules
Unlike the previous rules which completely ignore the control structure of the program, there are also control rules that derive important Invariants from the program structure. (They are related to the verification rules of Hoare [1969] and we have implemented them as an operator grammar, see Gerhart [1975] .) There are, for example, two rules to push Invarlants forward In a loop. The forward loop-exit rule, (a(x,y) ) 
If t then L'= I P' else L"= ; P" fi { a, t } at L'
(=, ~t ) at L"
That Is, for the then branch to be taken t must be true, while for the else branch to be taken It must be false. And any a that held before the test, holds after. 
where a Is an Integer expression with a constant value In P and x L is the value of x when last at L. (This rule Is similar to the universal-quantification technique for arrays In Kate and Manna [1973] .) The forall rule may be broadened to apply when x Is Increasing by an amount other than I , or for a decreasing x. Note that any loop counter Is a suitable monotonically Increasing Integer.
Derived Rules
In this subsection, we shall illustrate the use of the control rules to derive annotation rules for nonbasic program segments. We shall assume that the inverse functions f-, g-and hare available whenever required by the rules.
Consider
The assignment axiom , when applied to the initial assignment z := c , yields the Invariant (-t(f-(z)), s(z) }; z := g(z) ([(z) ), ~s(z) }; z .= h(z)
By pushing ~t(f-(z)) and s(z) through the then-branch assignment z := g(z), and ~t(f'(z)) and *s(z) through the else -branch assignment z := h(z), we get if s(z) then z := g(z)! (-t(f'(g-(z))), s(g-(z)) ) else z := h(z); { ~f(f-(h-(z))), ~s(h-(z)) } ft.
After a conditional statement, we know that one of the two branches must have been taken. This Is expressed by the forward branch rule • exit rule'-Whenever control Is at L* , either the loop has just been entered, or the loop-exit test was false the last time around the loop. That Is,
The first disjunct is the result of the Initialization path; the second states that the exit test was false for the value of z when L* was last visited, assuming control came via the then path of the conditional; the third dlsjunct says the same for the case when control came via the else path.
• test rule= Whenever control Is at L* , either the loop has Just been entered, or the conditional test was true the last time around and the then path was taken, or the test was false and the else path was taken. That Is, { z=c V s(g-(z)) V -s(h-(z)) } at L* .
Heuristic Rules
In contrast with the above rules which are algorithmic in the sense that they derive relations that are guaranteed to be Invarlants, there is another class of rules, heuristic rules, that can only suggest candidates for Invarlants. These candidates must be verified. [Since we have not implemented a theorem prover, our system suggests candidates, but does not verify them.]
As an example, consider the following conditional heuristic Since we know that ,, holds if the then path P' Is taken, while hi holds If the else path P" Is taken, clearly their disjunction a V ~ holds at L In either case (that was expressed in the forward branch rule ). However, since In constructing a program, a conditional statement is often used to achieve the same relation in alternative cases, it Is plausible that ¢~ (or, by the same token, ~ ) may hold true for both the then and else paths.
As mentioned earlier, the output specification and user-supplied assertions are the initial set of candidates.
Candidates are propagated over assignment and conditional statements using the same control rules as for Invarlants. The Though t ~ 3" (i.e., ~t V 1" ) would be a sufficiently strong loop Invarlant at L to establish 1' upon loop exit, the heuristic suggests a stronger candidate, 1" itself, at L. Since a necessary condition for T to be an Invarlant Is that It hold upon entrance to the loop, the antecedent of the rule requires that the Invarlant a before the loop imply that 1" holds.
Wegbreit [1974] and Katz and Manna [1976] have suggested a more general form of these two heuristics: Note that a candidate Invsrlsnt must sometimes be replaced by a stronger candidate in order to prove Invarlance. This Is analogous to other forms of proof by Induction, where It Is often necessary to strengthen the desired theorem for a proof to carry through. The reason Is that by strengthening the theorem to be proved, we are at the same time strengthening the hypothesis that is used In the inductive step. We could not, for example, directly prove that the relation Various specific methods of strengthening candidates have been discussed In the literature (Wegbrelt [1974] , Katz and Manna [lg76] , Morlconl [1 g74] and others); they are closely related to methods of "top-down" structured programming. Related techniques are used by Greif and Waldinger [1974] and Suzuki and Ishihata [1977] . Also the candidates that Misra [197, 5] and Morris and Wegbreit [1977] derive, using the subgoal-induction method of verification, fall Into this class.
In the next section, we demonstrate how a real-division program can be annotated.
III. EXA1VIPLE: Real-Division Program
Consider the following program Pr purporting to approximate the quotient c/d of two real numbers c and d, where 0 _< c < d. Upon termination, the variable q should be no greater than the exact quotient, and the difference between q and the quotient must be less than a given positive tolerance e. In other words, the Input specification is and our goal Is to find loop Invarlanta at L~ in order to verify the output candidates at E~. In our presentation of the annotation of this program, we first apply the assignment rules and then the control rules combined with a heuristic rule.
l. Assignment

Rules
As a first step we attempt to derive simple invartants by Ignoring the control structure of the program, and considering only the assignment statements.
This will yield global Invarlants that hold throughout execution.
We first look for range Invariants by considering ell assignments to each variable. For example, since the assignments to r are r:= 1 r :=rl2 , we can apply the multiplication rule 
In other words, r = i/2" for some natural number n. From this It is possible to derive lower and upper bounds on r, i.e., 0<rsl.
Similarly, applying the multiplication rule to the assignments to rr , rr := d rr := rr/2 ,
Since we are given that d>0,itfollowsthat 0•rr<d.
The assignments to q are q:=O q:-q+r .
Since we know (1) r ~ i/2 N , these assignments may be Interpreted as the nondeterministlc assignments q :e 0 q :E q+llZ N .
Using the set-addition rule
x :cSo x:~x+S o x:¢x+S~ ...
This Invariant states that q Is a finite sum of elements of the form !/2", where n Is some natural number. Since for any two such elements, one Is a multiple of the other, It follows that the sum is of the form m/Z",where re,noN.
From (2) rr ¢ d/Z N and the assignments:= 0:= qq+rr , we get by the same set-addition rule
The above four invariants give the range of each of the four program variables. Now we take up relations between pairs of variables by considering their respective assignments. Consider, first, the variables r and rr. Their assignments are (r, rr) :-(i , d) (r, rr) :-(r/2, rr/Z) .
Each time one Is halved, so la the other; therefore, the proportion between the Initial v~lues of r and rr Is maintained throughout loop execution. This Is an Instance of the multiplication-relation rule (x, y) :-(a o , b o) (x, y) :. (x.u a, , y.ubO (x , y) :. (x.d=, , y.~,) . . . In -(x+a,.u,y+O,.u)  (x , y) :. (x+a,.v , y+O..o) .... InP 
In ell, we have established the following global Invariants:
{ r ~ 1/2 N, rrEdl2 to, qE]~l/2 t¢,~ d.Y,l/2 N, rr = d.r ,=.d .q } in P,
2; Control and Heuristic Rules
So far we have derived global Invariants from the assignment statements, Ignoring the control structure of the program. We turn now to local invarlants extracted from the program structure.
By applying the assignment axiom In order to simplify the presentation slightly, we shall use instead the weaker { r = 1 V 2.r>e } at L, .
By 
Since there are no assignments between the loop and the end of the program, all the loop invariants may be pushed forward unchanged, and hold upon termination. With the loop exit test r < e, the output invarlants include { rr=d.r, qq=d.q, (rftV2.r>e),<_ c, c < qq+2.rr, r -< • } at E, .
Note that we did not make any use of the candidates {7 q<dd, dd<q+e 7} at E I , suggested by the output specification, as no new Inverlents would be derived.
Though these invariants do Imply q <_ aid as specified, they do not imply old < q+e, only old < q+2oe . In fact our program as given is Incorrect. For a discussion of how these Invarlents may be used to guide the debugging of the program, see Dershowltz and Manna [1977] .
3, Loop Counters
By introducing an imaginary loop counter n --Initialized to 0 upon entering the loop and incremented by I with each iteration --we may derive relationships between the program variables and the number of iterations.
The extended program (annotated with some of the invariants we have already found) is: 
With these loop-counter invarlants, the total number of loop iterations as a function of the input values may be determined.
Using (11), we can substitute i/2" for r In the loop Invarlant (7) r= IV2.r•e,andln the outputlnvarlant (g) rSe.and get 1/2"= I V2/2 n•e at L= and 1/2"<e at E,. Taking the logarithm ( e is positive), we have the upper bound n =0 V n <-log~e+l and lower bound -log~e < n on the number of loop iterations n. Note that by finding a loop Invariant giving an upper bound on the number of Iterations, we have actually proved that the loop terminates.
Combining both bounds et E~ gives (assuming n ~ 0 ) -log~e < n < -log=e+! , or, since n is an Integer (10) 
Since n is the number of times the loop was executed before termination, we have derived the desired expression for the time complexity of the loop.
